SECONDARY GRADEBOOK – TEACHER GUIDE

Missing: You can use Missing to indicate that the assignment has not been turned in yet.
By using Missing, the assignment doesn’t count against the student’s grade. In order for the
grade to reflect the missing assignment, you will need to enter a score of zero (0).

Mark unscored as 0 and missing: After you have completed the scoring of an
assignment, you can use this option to flag all students (who have an * in the score cell) as
Missing and enter a zero in the score cell.
Comment: You can enter a free-form comment to help remember why a score was given
or to record a comment regarding the student’s work on an assignment. Every time you
save a comment, it is added to the Assignment Comment Bank found in the Display
Options.
Mass Assign Options
Assign all Scores to: Fill all students’ score cells with the indicated score. If scores have
been previously entered, and you wish to replace those scores with the new value, select
Overwrite Scores.
Adjust All Scores: Modify all student scores by the indicated amount. The adjustment will
work for both positive and negative values.
Remove All Scores: Deletes the assignment score for all students.
Set All to No Count: Selects the No Count field for all students. This could be used if you
created an assignment for tracking purposes only (such as a pre-test). You want to record
the scores but not have them count towards the student’s grade.
Remove All No Count: Removes the No Count field for all students.
Remove All Missing: Removes the Missing field for all students. If you no longer accept
the assignment for a score, you can mass remove the missing field for the assignment.

Functionality described here may vary in availability depending upon your district/entity configuration.
** Denotes Required Field to save screen.

